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From the proof, it is concluded that the recent upper and lower bounds of Miel are finer than those of Potra-PtBk, but 
do not improve the basic error bounds which are directly obtained from the Kantorovich theorem. Further, it is shown 
that the error bounds obtained with the use of the recurrence relations are the same as those obtained by the majorant 
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for estimating the componentwise errors for computed solutions. 
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1. Introduction 
The Newton method is one of the central numerical techniques for solving a nonlinear 
equations in a Euclidean or Banach space. Sufficient conditions for convergence of the method, 
the error estimates and the existence and uniqueness regions of solutions are given by the famous 
Kantorovich theorem. 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces, D be an open convex subset of X and F: D G X + Y be a 
Frechet differentiable nonlinear operator. As is well known, the Newton method for solving the 
equation 
F(x) = 0 (1.1) 
is defined by 
X n+l =x, - F’(x,)-‘F(x,), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 0.2) 
provided that F’( x,)- ‘: Y + X exists at each step. 
In 1948, with the use of the recurrence relations, Kantorovich [9] established a theorem which 
is now called the Newton-Kantorovich theorem, or simply the Kantorovich theorem. And, a year 
later [lo], he used the majorant principle to give another proof of this theorem. By replacing 
Kantorovich’s original assumption that F belongs to C2-class in D by a weaker assumption of 
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the Lipschitz continuity of F’(x,)-‘F’ in D, an affine invariant version of the Kantorovich 
theorem is stated as follows (cf. Deuflhard-Heindl [5]). 
Theorem 1.1. For some x0 E D, assume that F’(x,) is invertible and that 
IIF’(‘( F’(x) - F’(y))11 < Kllx --Al, x, Y E D, 
]IF’(xo)-+‘(xo)ll<s, h=Q<f4, 
SC&), t*)= {xEXI Ilx-x&t*}GD, 
where 
(1.3) 
t* = 277 
1+di=x’ 
(1.4) 
Then: 
(i) The iterates (1.2) are well defined, lie in .?( x0, t*) and converge to a solution X* of the 
equation (1.1). 
(ii) The solution x* is unique in S(x,, t**) n D, t ** = (1 + d-)/K if 2h < 1, and in s(x,, 
t**) if 2h = 1, where S(x,, t**) = (x E Xl Ilx - x011 c t**} and s(x,, t**) stands for its closure. 
(iii) Error estimates 
hold. 
t* 
Ilx* - &II ( 21’“(2h)2”-1q, 
n = 0, 
n>l 
0 -5) 
Improved versions of (1.5) have been obtained by many authors with the use of different 
techniques. Among others, under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, the following estimates are 
known: 
Theorem 1.2 (Dennis [4], Tapia [27]). 
IIx* - x,11< a, = A(1 -Ji?X)2’, n=O, 1,2, . . . . 0.6) 
Theorem 1.3 (Gragg-Tapia [6]). Let 8 = t*/t**. Then 
Ilx* - 
i 
ZJI-2h~” 
x,,]]<&= h 
if 2h < 1, 
(1.7) 
29 if 2h=l, n=0,1,2 ,..., 
and 
y,: s 2llx,+ 1 - -%ll 
1 + Jl + 482”(1 + ez”)-2 
Q 11x* - x,II < y, = B2”-‘IIxn - x,_~II, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
(1 *g) 
Theorem 1.4 (Potra-PC& [20]). L-et a = +(t** - t*) and 
At)= li a2+4t2+4tGY7 -(t+vPG). 
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Then 
6,: =p(I]x,+* - XJ) < 11x* - x,II < S” = /a* + [Ix, -x,_,I12 -a, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . (1.9) 
Theorem 1.5 (Miel [15]). Let A = t** - t*, and set 
&’ = 
n 
if 2h<l, 
if 2h=l, 
and 
i-e*’ 
~Ilx,, - x,JI* if 2h < 1, 
E, = 
y-1 
yp” -x,-*11* if 2h=l. 
Then 
E:, < 11x* - x,II G E,, n=l,2,3, . . . . 
To derive (1.6), Dennis used the Kantorovich recurrence relations, while Tapia used Ortega’s 
majorizing sequence. The upper and lower bounds (1.7) and (1.8) of Gragg-Tapia, which 
improve (1.6), were obtained with the use of the recurrence relations. The recent upper and lower 
bounds (1.9) of Potra-Ptak were obtained by applying the principle of nondiscrete induction 
introduced by Ptak [21]. They showed that S, Q y,, and asserted without proof that y,’ < 8;. The 
most recent bounds of Miel, an improved version of Theorem 1.3, were obtained by using the 
majorizing sequence. In [15], Miel has mentioned that it turns out that E, < S,, and that numerical 
experiments also indicate that EL are finer than 8:. 
In this paper, we present a unified derivation of Theorems 1.2-1.5 by proving the following 
result with the use of the recurrence relations. 
Theorem 1.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, let 
Then we have 
if 2h < 1, 
if 2h=l. 
First, in Section 2, we prepare several emmas. Next, in Section 3, a proof of Theorem 1.6 is 
given. Further, in Section 4, we prove the equivalence of the error bounds obtained by the use of 
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the recurrence relations and those obtained by the majorant principle. Finally. in Section 5, 
results on the Newton method in partially ordered space are surveyed. In particular a method is 
described for estimating the componentwise errors for computed solutions obtained by some 
method. 
2. Lemmas 
In this section, we prepare several emmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 .l, define three sequences { B,, }, { 7, ) and { h, } 
by 
B,=l, B,= BP1 hn-1%~1 
l-h,_,’ “=” Bn=2(1-h,_,)’ 
and 
hcl = h = Kq, h, = KB,q,, = 
hZ-I 
2(1 - h,_,)2 ’ 
n = 1, 2, 3,. . . , 
respectively. Then we have 
IIF’(x,)-lF’(xo)ll G B, and IIF’(‘F’(x,,)ll< 71,. 
If 2h = 1, then 2h, = 1, B,, = 2” and 277, = T,,_~ = 2’-“71. 
Proof. This is a direct application of the Kantorovich recurrence relations applied to F’(x,)-‘F 
(cf. Rall [22]). 0 
Lemma 2.2. We have 
B”im=/m, n=O, 1,2 ,..., (2.1) 
and 
B;‘=\/1-2h+(Kq,,_,)2, n=1,2,3, . . . . (2.2) 
Proof. The relations (2.1) follow from the definitions of B,, and h,. To prove (2.2), we may 
assume that n > 2, since (2.2) are true for n = 1. Then we have 
n-l n-2 n-2 
Br2 = ,QO (I- hi)2 = (1 - 2h,_i) ,co (I - hi)2 + hi-1 n (1 - hi)2 
i-0 
=(l-2h~_~)B;i,t(KB~_~~~_~~~~(l-hi)}2=l-2h+(K~~-~)2. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let t* and t** be defined as in Theorem 1.1. Set 0 = t*/t** and A = t** - t*. Then 
2 I - e2” -- 
KB,= 
A 1+e2” I- if 2h<l, 2 n_l 9 if 2h=l. 
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Proof. In [6], Gragg-Tapia showed that 
62” = 
l-j_ 
1+\lil_2h,’ 
n=o, 1.2 , . . . . 
In fact, we have ,/I = \il/(l - h,_,) and 
1-j= 1 - h,_, - il- 2h,_, 
I 
l-J_ 
1+/m = l-h,_, +,l-2h,_, = 1+/n 
Hence, if 2h < 1, then we have from (2.1) and (2.3) that 
183 
(2.3) 
If 2h = 1, then B,, = 2” so that we have KB,, = B,/(2q) = 2n-1/71. 0 
Lemma 2.4. The speed of convergence of the iterates (1.2) is given by 
IIx* - x,,II < fKB,_,Ilx* - x,,_~~I=. 
Similarly we have 
IIX n+l - x,II G ~KB,llx, - x,,-~ll=~ 
Proof. These follow from Lemma 2.1 and the relations 
x*-xx,= 4(x,-J’{ F(x*) -F(x,_,) -F’(x,_,)(x* -xn-l)} 
= -F’(x._i,-‘/ol{ F’(x,,_i + t(x* - xn_i>) -F’(x,_,)}(x* -x,-i) dt 
and 
X n+l -x, = -F’(x,)-‘F(x,) 
= -F’(xJ’ F(x,_,) + fyXn_J(Xn - x,-J 
1 
’ + 
/I ( 
F’ x,_~ + t(X, - ql)) -F’(X,_,)}(x, - ql) dt 
1 
= -~‘(x,,)-l~‘iF’(x,,-i + t(x, -x,,-,)) -F’(x,_,))(x, -x,-i) dl. q 
Lemma 2.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, we have 
w%#+1 - &II 
K’ = 1 + ,/l + ~KB,Jx,,+~ - xnll 
< 11x* - x,II Q K, = 
2llXn+l - xnll 
1 + {l - ~KBJx,+~ - x,ll ’ 
(2.4) 
Proof. In Theorem 1.1, replace x0 and q by x, and ]]x,+ 1 - x,11, respectively. Then, the 
assumption (1.3) is replaced by 
]]F’(x,)-‘(F(x) - F’(y))11 < KB,Ilx -ull, x, Y ED. 
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Therefore, the upper bounds in (2.4) follow from Theorem 1.1. Next to derive the lower bounds 
K:, we adopt the technique due to Gragg-Tapia [6]. That is, we have 
Ilx n+l - x,II ( lb,+1 -x*11 + lb* - x,II G WB,ltx* - x,11* + lb* - XnlL 
or 
fKB,]]x* - xJ2 + ]]x* -x,1] - ]]X,+i - x,]] >, 0. 
Solving this yields ]]x* - x,,]] 2 K’,. 0 
Lemma 2.6. We have 
p,= 2% P ---?I-% -x,-11( and v;= 2llxn+ 1 - xnll 
1+/m’ yPI= vn-1 1+/m* 
Proof. If 2h < 1, then we have 
and 
e*‘-’ = 34 k-1 
(1 + J1-izJ2 = l-h,_,+,/- 
h,_,(l - h,,-I)-’ 1 2% Pn 
= 1+/m =q,_,1+/- =Cl* 
Hence we have 
P 
yn = e*"-'1lx, - X,_~II = -+Ix~ - x,_~II. 
n 1 
If 2h = 1, then 
&=21-nq=27,,=77n_, and y,,=e,_l=P,,~~~len-l. 
Finally, we obtain from (2.3) that 
2h, = 
482” Wn+l - X”II 
(I + e*“)* 
and yi = 
1+/53F/ 
q 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.6 
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 1.6 on the basis of the previous lemmas. In the 
following we put e, = ]]x,+i - x,,]] for the sake of simplicity. 
We first prove that K, f E,. If 2h -c 1, then we have 
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so that we obtain from lemma 2.4 
KB,,ez_, 1 -B2’ 2 
= l+ /m = den-1 =E”, 
since KB,,qf, _ , = 27),, and ( KB,,Q,_~)’ = 2h,. If 2h = 1, then we have 
2”-‘e,Z_ ,/q 
= <2”-‘,2 =E 
1 + 1 -(2”-1e,_,/7j)2 ’ “-’ “’ 
Hence we have K, G E, if 2h G 1. Next, we observe from Lemma 2.2 that 
B,-’ = 1 - 2h + ( KY,_~)~ 2 1 - 2h +(Ke,_,)2. 
Therefore we obtain from (2.1) and (3.2) 
185 
(3.3) 
Kez- 1 
“= B,-‘+j-- ’ 
Ke,Z_, = 6 
1-2h+(Ke,_,)2 +im ” 
Further, let q(t) = t( a + m)-l. Then the function q(t) is monotonically increasing and, by 
(2.2), we have 
since KB,,qi_ , - 211,. The bounds (Y,, are obtained by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4. In fact, we have 
11x* - x,,II < +KB,_,Ilx* - x,-J2 < 2”-2Kllx* - x,-J2 
so that 
and 
2”KJIx* - xnll Q (2”-‘Kllx* - x,_J)~ < - -. < (Kllx* - xoII)” Q (KI*)~’ 
lb* - hII G &(Kt*)2n=an. 
The sequence { CY~ } satisfies the recurrence relations 
* a,=t , a, = 2”-2Ka2 n-l 9 n=l,2,3 ,..., 
while { /3,, } satisfies the recurrence relations 
&=f*, &= $KB,_&_,, n=l, 2,3, . . . . 
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In fact, we have 
2 
2% f%-d-1 
1 + ,/l - 2h, = l-h,,_,+,/- 
= +KB,_, 
i 
h-1 
* 1 + /l - 2h,_, 
Since $KB,_, G 2”-‘K, we obtain & G a,,. 
Let us now compare the lower bounds. By Lemma 2.3, we see that 
E’ = 2% 
n 
= K’ 
1+/m n’ 
Moreover, we note that 
ix==+/ 1- 2h +(Kq,_1)2 = &, 
n 
where a = d-/K. Hence we obtain 
or 
(/q -ee,)2Za2+e,2. 
Since we have e, G ie, _ r from (3.4) and 
{q {_ t >e,+ a +e,. 
We thus obtain that 
/YiqJ- e, > 0, (3.5) implies that 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
2 
2% 
1+ 1+ 2eJ/m 
= Si* (say) (3.6) 
2e” 
’ 1 + J1 + Zen/( e, + Ja2+) =p(e,) = 8;. (3.7) 
We remark here that the function t( t + \/a2)-t is monotonically increasing SO that we have 
e,(e,+~~)-l~~,(q,+~~)-‘=~~(~~+(KB,+,)-*)-’ 
=qn(q,+(l-h,)(KBn)-l)-l=h,,. (3.8) 
Hence we have from (3.7), (3.8) and Lemma 2.6 that 
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This completes the proof of Theorem 1.6. 0 
Taking account of (3.1), (3.3) and (3.6), we have obtained the following results, too. 
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, let 
if 2h < 1, 
if 2h=l, 
and S;* be defined as in (3.6). Then we have 
8;<8;*<E:,=K:, and K,<E;<E,, n=l.2,3, . . . . 
Remark 3.1. (Y,, , &, , K,, y:, i$, EL, and K: are defined also for n = 0. In the same way as in the 
proof of Theorem 1.6, it is easy to see that 
y; < 8; ( E;) = K;) d 11X* - X011 < Kg < &, = CXo. 
4. Recurrence relations and majorant principle 
Let {x,,} be the sequence defined by (1.2). In [9], Kantorovich first proved Theorem 1.1, with 
the use of the recurrence relations. He showed that, if m > n, then 
and, by letting m + 00, obtained the error estimates 
lIx* - xnll G 
2% 
1+/m 
< 2q, Q 21-“(2h)2”-1v. (4.1) 
A year later, in [lo], he gave the second proof of Theorem 1.1, which uses the majorizing 
sequence. Let $(t) = $Kt2 - t + q and define the sequence { t,} by the Newton iterates 
to=o, t,+,=t -c$(t,)/~‘(t,), n=0,1,2, . . . n 
applied to the scalar equation $(t) = 0. Then, he showed that 
II-L -x,Il<t,-t,, m>n, 
and 
IIx* - x,ll< t* - t,, (4.2) 
where t* is the least root of G(t) = 0 and is given in (1.4). Then it is natural to ask: Which 
estimates of (4.1) and (4.2) are sharper? It seems to the author that, for this problem, no explicit 
mention has been made in any literatures. We answer the question by proving the following result 
which implies that (4.1) and (4.2) are equivalent. 
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Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 .l, we have 
t 2% n+l - t, = 77, and t* - t,= 
1+jm = 
P 
** 
Proof. Let t** be defined as in Theorem 1.1, that is, the largest root of the equation +(t) = 0. 
Then Ostrowski [19] proved by induction that 
AP2’ 
t* - t,= t**2” _ t*2” 
if t* +t**, 
2_“t* if t*=t** 
and 
p* -_t 
At&” 
= 
n if t* Z t**, 
t **2” _ t*2” 
where A = t** - t *. Equivalently we have 
if 2hcl 
27 if 2h=1 
and 
t** -t A 
1+/m -_-= 
n 
I -82’ KB, 
if 2h<l, 
where 8 = t*/t **. Hence a simple computation yields 
t - 1, = 
(t* - t,)(t** - t,) 
n+l 
@4tn) _ 
#(t/J (t*-Q+(t**-tt,) =77n* I3 
Corollary. The following relations hold: 
(9 
t* - 1, 
t, _ t,_, IIX, -x,-111 = Yn. 
(ii) t* ST )21~CCn-Xn-1112=En* 
(t,- n 1 
5. Componentwise error bounds 
Let x(O) be a computed solution of (1.1) obtained by some method. Then the error of x(O) may 
be estimated by Theorem 1.1, even if the calculation of K is considerably difficult. However, if 
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X= Y=R” or Cl’, x(O)=(x1(O),...,.r~))’ and if there are large values and small values in 
lx{“‘l,. . . , Ix!(?l, or, if one wants to find a sharp error bound of each or specified component of 
x(O), then the usual norm estimates may not be suitable. In such a case, theory of iterative 
methods in partially ordered space or pseudometric space may be useful. With the use of a 
majorant operator, Kantorovich [ll] obtained a convergence theorem for the Newton method in 
partially ordered space. Vandergraft [29] developed more general arguments and extended 
Kantorovich’s result. Schrijder [24-261 studied iterative procedures in partially ordered space, 
which include the Newton method. He obtained several majorant theorems, some of which are 
generalized by Rheinboldt [22]. Urabe’s result [28] is included in Schroder’s one [24] (cf. 
Yamamoto [30]). The other results may be found in Collatz [3] and Bohl [2]. 
Here we consider the rather simple case where X = Y = RN or CN. According to Schroder [26] 
and Urabe [28], we define a generalized norm JJ[ -1 in X by 
+] = (]xr],**.,lx,,# 
where x = (x,,..., xN) E X. We write x ay or y G x for x, y E X if xi >-y, for all i, where x, and 
yi denote the ith component of x and y, respectively. The same notation is used for N X N 
matrices A = ( u,~) and B = (b,,) : v[A] = ( laijl) and A > B or B < A if aij 2 bij for all i, j. If 
C = ( cijk) denotes a bilinear operator, then C 2 0 implies cijk > 0 for all i, j, k. For a 
nonnegative vector u > 0 (which means that all the components of u are nonnegative), we put 
a( x(O), u)={xEX] Jx-P] <u}. 
Let L = (l,,) be an N X N matrix and put 
E=v[l,- LF’(x(“)], 
where 1, denotes the N x N identity. Further, we assume that there exists a trilinear operator 
P = (pi;,) 2 0 such that 
v[L(F’(x)-F’(y))] <Pv[x-yl, x3 y=D. 
Then, it follows from the majorant principle due to Rheinboldt 
we can find a vector r such that 
I//(T) = $PT* + Er + v[ LF(x”‘)] < T, 
then the sequence { r(&)} defined by 
r(O) = r 9 7(k+U+(7W), k=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
gives upper bounds for Y[X* - xc’)]: 
y[x* -x(O)] < r* = ~i~7(k)Q - - - < 7(l)< T(O)= 7. 
[23] and Schroder [25,26] that, if 
(5 4 
However, their result tell us nothing about how to choose 7. The following result gives a practical 
method for finding 7. 
Theorem 5.1 (Yamamoto [35]). Let II-11 be any vector norm anti, E and p be two uecrors uch that 
Ex Q E and Pxy Q p 
for every x, y > 0 with llxjl= )I yll = 1. Let v[ LF( x(O) ] < 1 and L and x(O) be good approximations 
so that 
II4 < 1 and t = (1 - Il4l)* - 211~11 .I 511 2 0. 
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Set 
211311 
a = 1 - ]I&]] + fi ’ 
~=[+a&+ ta*p= (~~,...,7~)‘. 
Then there exists a solution x* of (1.1) in o( x(O), r). Further, if a sequence of vectors { T(~‘} is 
defined by (5.1), then we have 
lx;“‘- xi*1 < Ti* < 7jk’, l<i(N, k=O, 1,2, . . . (5.2) 
(k) where XT, ri* and 7i denote the ith component of x*, r* and rtk), respectively. If t > 0, then 
F’( x *) is nonsingular. 
In practice, (5.2) should be applied as k = 0 or k = 1 to avoid troublesome computations. 
Application of this result to the matrix eigenvalue problems are given in [31] and [33]. Another 
application is given in [34] to the boundary value problem of the form 
g =f(t, -4, tfEI= [to, t ], (5.3) 
g(x) = 0, (5.4) 
where x and f( t, x) are N-dimensional vector valued functions and g is an N-dimensional 
vector valued functional. For this problem, we rewrite (5.3) and (5.4) in the form of operator 
equation 
dx -f(t, x) =O. F(x)= dt 
I 1 g(x) 
Let X= C[I] be the Banach space of all real N-dimensional vector valued functions which are 
continuous on I with the norm I] - IIc defined by 
llxllc = ~Eyllx(t)ll 
where I] - II denotes a vector norm in R N. Then F maps the set D = C’[I] G X into the product 
space Y = X x RN. For x = (xi(t), . . . , xN( t))‘, the generalized norm V[ -1 in X is defined by 
‘Ix] = (llx,llO,.*., llXNllO)t, 
where 
llxil10 = y;;lxi(t)l, i= 1, 2 ,..., N. 
Then, for x=(x,(t) ,..., +Jt))‘, y=(y1(t) ,..., yN(t))t, we have Y[x]> v[y] if and only if 
]]xJo 2 ]lyJo for all i. Therefore, we can establish a result similar to Theorem 5.1, under some 
assumptions, and estimate componentwise errors ]lxr - xillo, i = 1, 2, 3,. . . , N (cf. Yamamoto 
1341). 
Recently, more general results in generalized Banach space which include our result in [32] as a 
special case was given by Meyer [16]. Another results for iterative methods in pseudometric space 
and their application to multi-point boundary value problem has been given in Agarwal [l]. 
Finally, we remark that, in Theorem 5.1, if we put L = F’(x(‘))-I, then we have 
11~11 g IISII + ta*llPII = cI= 
211511 
1 + Jl - w3ll. IISII . 
The final expression gives the Kantorovich bound for the error of x(O). 
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